Editors’ Note:
Zines might seem like a throwback to the time before the internet,
but if you’re reading this, then you must already know of their tactile
appeal, of the palpable connection to the minds of its creators. As the
Making A Zine book (Biel & Brent) says, “Making a zine was never
about doing what was easiest.”
But why a science zine? “A zine offers a window into someone else’s
fascinations without the clinical or academic distance that often comes
in books or newspapers” (Biel & Brent). As Multimedia co-editors for
the Canadian science website, Science Borealis, we love creative
expressions of science and we felt the need to contribute to this
medium. We were both inspired by science at different points in our
lives and decided to share some of those moments, in the hope that
sharing them might inspire you too.
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When I was four
I told my father
I wanted to be
a dolphin
when I grew up.
Now that I’m grown
I still love dolphins
(and Manta birostris)
but I have learned
my limits
when it comes to
genetics.
- KVW
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Chemistry with Chemistry
by KVW

Tension melted away as I entered the lab. It was underground, but built with an
open concept that let us see some greenery through largish windows. I remember
the few jars of preserved specimens shelved in a lone, tall glass case in the hallway,
surrounded by walls of degrading concrete. The campus itself was old enough to
warrant ghost stories but it was an environment that I had grown used to. It was rare
for a class to enjoy air-conditioning and even rarer to enjoy the frequent
examinations.
At this point in my education, I had not hated chemistry yet. I knew I loved biology
because of the dissections, though the rolling cow eyes didn’t make it easy. (Their
petite transparent lenses made up for my scalpel’s frustration.) The one thing I
understood from chemistry labs was that as long as I didn’t mess up the method,
everything would be okay. I knew how to follow protocol because I knew I didn’t
want to get into trouble. Somehow getting into trouble was (and continues to
be) my greatest fear, to the point where I cried later in life for worrying about the
airport security personnel falsely accusing me of something. It wasn’t a completely
unreasonable concern since a girl with the same name and similar birthdate had
apparently gotten herself banned from Canada and I was already mistaken for her a
couple of times. How on earth do you get banned from Canada?
Anyway, back in Singapore, where the consequences seemed to outmatch the
misdemeanor and usually took the form of some physical punishment, I
consciously followed the rules. And this trickled down to my following of
laboratory procedures. For a time, I was a master of titration.
I sat on a stool in the second row. There was a student behind me and another in
front of me. I had the whole table to myself — not that it was a luxury. The room
was filled with nervous silence as the examiner laid papers on every table. I don’t
remember if this was an actual exam, where the grades matter, or a preliminary
exam, where the grades still matter but at least they’re not official. Either way, there
were attempts at relaxation that never quite hit the mark.
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An assortment of tools and equipment had neatly arranged themselves before me.
There were glass rods, beakers, unknown chemicals, other stuff, and a rusty bunsen
burner, which was permanently attached to the table and thus possessed
questionable usefulness during this brief assessment.
The clock dictated that it was time to begin. Almost immediately the silence was
interrupted by noisy flips of paper, scribbles of pen, chinking of glass, atomic
landslides, and snaps of lighters. After a bit of pouring this chemical into the beaker
and pouring that chemical into the beaker, something magical happened.
The beaker stood so innocently on the wire gauze over the burner’s flame, like
an ordinary little girl accused of being a witch. Though history suggests that girls
accused of being witches were usually imprisoned or executed in different ways
as opposed to being burned alive (most of the time), I’d been properly impressed
on by the media, which had always portrayed these girls accused of being witches
as girls who turned out to actually be witches and who would proceed to use their
magical powers to escape or dramatically accept their fiery fate. This beaker,
however, was indeed just a girl accused of being a witch. Except the girl was a fairy.
Whatever solution or mixture that ended up in that beaker over the course of the
exam had, in a widening of eyes, effervesced and summoned a vortex of golden,
shimmering glitter.
In an instant, I was taken by its glorious beauty. The next instant, I was fearful from
my wakened awareness of how much time I’d wasted staring at it.
When the exam ended, everyone turned in their papers and walked out of the lab
chatting frantically about the results of their experiments. I wasn’t the only one who
made glitter that day. But wouldn’t it be mad if I were the only one who
remembered it?
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